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(54) Cooling heating device

(57) An object of the present invention is to provide
a cooling heating device in which a suitable operation
can be performed in harmony with fluctuations of cooling
and heating loads to reduce energy consumption, and
the cooling heating device includes an outdoor heat ex-
changer having one end connected to a refrigerant outlet-
side pipe of a condenser via an expansion valve and
having the other end connected to a suction-side pipe
and a discharge-side pipe of a compressor and config-
ured to perform heat exchange between a refrigerant and

outside air; a changeover valve which executes control
so as to pass the refrigerant discharged from the com-
pressor through the condenser or the outdoor heat ex-
changer and supply the refrigerant from the outdoor heat
exchanger to the compressor or supply the refrigerant
from the evaporator to the compressor; and a control unit
which controls the compressor, the expansion valve and
the changeover valve based on a cooling operation signal
in response to a cooling load of the cool target and a
heating operation signal in response to a heating load of
the heat target .
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